Romney has a tough time overseas

Talking points
1. Mitt Romney’s comments on his jaunt to London, Israel and Poland stirred much criticism. Find news reports on the GOP candidate’s trip. What caused all the fuss?
2. How did Britain’s Conservative prime minister characterize Romney’s experience as an Olympics organizer? Was it fair?
3. What did Romney say in Israel about “culture?” What did he say about Israel’s universal health care?
4. Why did Poland’s Solidarity movement criticize Romney?

Between the lines
"Of course it’s easier if you hold an Olympic Games in the middle of nowhere.” - British prime minister David Cameron.
http://content.usatoday.com/communitys/gameon/post/2012/07/david-cameron-snaps-at-mitt-romney-over-olympic-comments/1#.UBaWLLTY9bQ
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